
TimeLog - Intro 
TimeLog is a tool for logging time against multiple projects or customers, although 
most of the time you'll probably only have one or two running, depending on what 
you’re doing. 

 

Switching to TimeLog 
Once started from your Extras screen, you can switch back to TimeLog by either: 

• using the built-in 9200 series 'open programs' list (on the left of every menu) 

• using the hotkey 'Ctrl'+'Chr'+'t' (i.e. all three keys together) - this should work 
from within the vast majority of programs 

• using the Extras icon again (if convenient) 

Changing project details 
To rename a project/customer name, select its slot and then use the 'Rename project' 
menu command.  

To edit its (short, 40 character) note, again use a menu command, this time 'Edit 
project note'. If a note exists, a small note symbol appears to the right of each timer 
line. 

 

Timing functions 
To start or stop a project's timer, either use the CBA buttons on the right of the screen 
or else use 'space' or 'Enter' to toggle a project's status (i.e. if stopped, it then starts, 
and vice-versa). Or, again, use the appropriate menu commands.  

(Optionally [‘Settings’], you can be prompted for a comment every time you perform 
a timing operation. This comment gets added to the main log file for that project.) 



At all times, the cumulative time for each project is shown on the right of the screen, 
in hours and minutes. In between the name and this time is shown the running time of 
the current segment, i.e. how long it's been running since you last started it. 

To clear a project's cumulative timer, use the 'Clear project' menu command. 

To manually override a cumulative timer, perhaps because you forgot to stop or start 
it, use the 'Amend time' menu command. 

 

Keeping a record 
In addition to keeping track on-screen, TimeLog maintains plain text, delimited files 
in the root folder of your communicator's internal disk (/memory). These are designed 
to be copied over, beamed or emailed to your desktop, where you can import them 
into Excel and deal with them there. 

By default, the delimiter used is a comma, but this can be changed in ‘Settings’. 

 
The files are deliberately just given names representing their numbered slot (out of 8) 
on TimeLog's main screen. It's a nice idea to name each file after the name of its 
project, but then that starts to restrict the characters you can use in each name, not to 
mention adding complications when you rename something. 

Once copied and used, you may want to delete TimeLog's files, letting it start from 
scratch again. 



Performance and durability notes 
TimeLog is designed to have minimal impact on your processor's performance, so you 
can leave it running all the time if you like, for easy access. Memory use is about 
500K, most of which is your communicator's OPL runtime kicking in (sorry).  Don’t 
worry if you have to close the program down or reset your communicator for any 
reason, TimeLog is very resilient and will remember EXACTLY where it was and 
when each timer was last stopped/started, IT WON'T LOSE TRACK. (This is why 
there's sometimes a very brief pause after changing something, while it writes 
information to your communicator's disk) 

When TimeLog is restarted at any point in the future, it will show the correct time, 
'counted back', to the original start points in time. 

Note that the timers are deliberately only shown rounded down to the nearest minute - 
this isn't a stop-watch! 

Program appearance 
There are menu commands included to remove the title bar, command button array 
and status pane, if you prefer, although there's no real point in doing so. In addition, 
should you so wish, you can change the colour of the main display text. Use the 
'Settings' menu command for this. 

About TimeLog 
You can buy a copy of TimeLog straightaway through the Nokia Software Market, or 
else visit my web site to download a fully-working shareware copy. 

©Steve Litchfield, 2003. For more information on TimeLog and 3-lib, plus links to 
other Symbian/9200 series ventures, please visit: 

http://3lib.ukonline.co.uk/ or email me at: steve.litchfield@ukonline.co.uk 

http://3lib.ukonline.co.uk/
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